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ABSTRACT
Motivation: One of the most interesting features of genomes
(both coding and non-coding regions) is the presence of rel-
atively short tandemly repeated DNA sequences known as
tandem repeats (TRs). We developed a new PC-based stand-
alone software analysis program, combining sequence motif
searches with keywords such as organs, tissues, cell lines
or development stages for finding exact, inexact and com-
pound, TRs. Tandem Repeats Analyzer 1.5 (TRA) has several
advanced repeat search parameters/options over other repeat
finder programs as it does not only accept GenBank, FASTA
and expressed sequence tag (EST) sequence files but also
does analysis of multifiles with multisequences. Advanced
user-defined parameters/options let the researchers use dif-
ferent motif lengths search criteria for varying motif lengths
simultaneously. The outputs show statistical results to be eval-
uated by the user. The discovery of TRs in ESTs could be
useful for both gene mapping and association studies and dis-
covering TRs located in coding regions of important genes
that are expressed under various conditions of environment,
stress, organ, tissue and development stage.
Results: In this paper, we demonstrated applications of
TRA using 175 899 ESTs sequences for three Arabidopsis
spp. downloaded from GenBank. The EST-SSRs/ESTs ratios
were found 43.1%, 15.3% and 2.34% in A.lyrata, A.thaliana
and A.halleri, respectively. Analysis revealed that organs,
tissues and development stages possessed different amounts
of repeats and repeat compositions. This indicated that the
distribution of TRs among the tissues or organs may not
be random differing from the untranscribed repeats found in
genomes.
Availability: The program can be obtained free by anonymous
FTP from ftp.akdeniz.edu.tr/Araclar/TRA
Contact: mkaraca@akdeniz.edu.tr
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting features of genomes (both cod-
ing and non-coding regions) is the presence of relatively short
tandem repeats (TRs). These repeated DNA sequences are
found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, distributed almost
at random throughout the genomes (Jeffreyset al., 1985;
Heslop-Harrison, 2003). Some of the TRs play important roles
in the regulation of gene expression and some others may not
have any biological function; however, they are proven to be
very beneficial in DNA profiling and genetic linkage analysis
studies (Scottet al., 2000; Tothet al., 2000).

Repeats containing DNA sequences have attracted many
researchers since (i) their significant presence in genomic
sequences have been shown to be important in the forma-
tion of hairpin structures that may provide some structural
or replication mechanism (McMurray, 1999; Keniry, 2000;
Shafer and Smirnov, 2000), (ii) a growing number of neurolo-
gical disorders associated with the repeated DNA (Reddy and
Housman, 1997; Timchenko and Caskey, 1999) and (iii) their
use in DNA-marker technologies, such as microsatellites
or simple sequence repeats (SSRs), inter simple sequence
repeats (ISSRs) and directed amplification of minisatellite
DNA (DAMD–PCR) in marker assisted selection (MAS),
positional cloning, identification of quantitative and qualit-
ative loci and mapping for breeding and evolutionary studies
(van Belkumet al., 1998; Scottet al., 2000; Karacaet al.,
2002). Evidences have lately emerged that some variable num-
ber of TRs (VNTRs) and SSR sequences play significant roles
in the regulation of transcription, and that some may also
influence the translational efficiency or stability of mRNA,
or modify the activity of proteins by altering their structure
(Klintschar and Wiegand, 2003).

Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) are single-pass DNA
sequences usually∼300–500 nt in length, obtained from
mRNA (cDNA) representing genes expressed in a given tissue
and/or at a given development stage. A typical EST usually
contains only a portion of the coding region (either or both
translated or untranslated) of the original gene transcript. One
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of the useful and interesting applications of ESTs is the study
of the gene expression pattern in response to a given organ,
tissue or development stage. The composition of a tissue-
specific EST population, therefore, offers an overall overview
of the expressed genes and, consequently, is a novel tool in
gene discovery and in understanding the biochemical path-
ways involved in physiological responses. ESTs have been
mined for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (Schmid
et al., 2003) and SSR (Thielet al., 2003).

Single sequence repeats (SSRs) are stretches of DNA con-
sisting of exact simple tandemly repeated short motifs of
1–6 bp in length. SSRs are ideal DNA markers because
they are highly polymorphic between individuals and
highly abundant dispersing evenly throughout the genomes
(Klintschar and Wiegand, 2003). SSRs are also inherited in
a codominant fashion, fast and easy to assay by PCR using
two unique primer pairs flanking the TRs. Moreover, they
can serve as sequence-tagged sites for anchoring in genetic
and physical maps (Karacaet al., 2002). The standard pro-
cedure for developing SSRs involves the construction of a
small-insert genomic library, the subsequent hybridization
with tandemly repeated oligonucleotides and the sequencing
of candidate clones; thus, making the process time consuming
and labor-intensive. An alternative strategy for the develop-
ment of SSRs arises from increasing information available in
genomic DNA and EST databases. Owing to the rapid increase
in sequence information, the generation of EST–SSR becomes
an attractive alternative to complement-existing genomic SSR
collections (Thielet al., 2003). The development of SSR
primer pairs can be performed at significantly reduced costs,
as EST–SSRs are free by-product of the currently expanding
EST databases. Since ESTs represent the transcribed part of
the genome, EST–SSR markers lead to the direct mapping
of the genes. SSRs located in coding regions of important
genes that are expressed under various conditions of environ-
ment, stress, organ, tissue and development stage would also
lead to the development of tissue/organ/development stage-
specific SSRs and that would be very valuable to understand
the repeat function in gene and mapping for breeding and
evolutionary studies.

There are several programs to locate repeat strings in
sequences such as Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) (Benson,
1999), REPuter (Kurtzet al., 2001), Simple Sequence
Repeat Identification Tool (SSRIT) (Kantetyet al., 2002),
Simple Sequence Repeat Finder (SSRF) (Sreenuet al., 2003),
Search for TRs IN Genomes (STRING) (Parisiet al., 2003),
Microsatellite Search (MISA) (Thielet al., 2003). Although
these repeat finding programs are very useful they have several
disadvantages that limit their use. Important limiting aspects
of these programs are the number of sequences that programs
accept, the length of the repeats they find and acceptable DNA
sequence formats. None of these repeat-finding programs
informs researchers about the organisms, organs, tissues or
cell types or development stages when multisequences or

organs are used. Furthermore, they treat a compound repeat
as two different exact or inexact repeats. A compound repeat
is another kind of TR that contains two or more different
TRs united.

A new program will be very useful for those dealing with a
huge sequence data and wishing to compare the repeat com-
position and contents among the organisms, organs, tissue
types and development stages. TRA searches for exact TRs
and exact compound TR in one of the two modules. The other
module of the program searches for exact–inexact TRs and
exact–inexact compound repeats. An exact TR can be defined
as a single exact tandem repetition of a suitable motif. If an
exact TR undergoes a small number of point mutations, it
becomes an inexact TR. Variations in repeats possibly take
three main forms. Repeat numbers can vary due to repeat
unit insertion–deletion (indels). These kinds of repeats are
collectively called exact TRs and they result in changes in
the length of repeated unit, and therefore can be easily detec-
ted by PCR analysis (Klintschar and Wiegand, 2003). Second,
base substitutions or small insertions or deletions (indels) may
occur within the motif repeats. As base substitutions or equal
amounts of insertions and deletions do not change the length of
repeating units, thus this type of variation is usually hidden and
requires direct sequencing to be detected. These repeats are
known as inexact or mismatch containing repeats. A third type
of variation can occur at compound repeats that contain two or
more different TRs. Repeat number variation at such loci can
vary, which can be either detected by PCR analysis or direct
sequencing (Sahaet al., 2003). Studies indicated that some of
the compound repeats (whole compound repeats) show higher
level of polymorphisms compared to that of exact and inexact
repeats (Wuthisuthimethaveeet al., 2003). In our prelimin-
ary studies using some crops, human and chicken ESTs, we
found that there exists two types of compound repeats, exact
and inexact compound repeats in EST database.

In this paper, we described TRA program written in
C++ using Microsoft Visual C++ software running on
Windows 98, Windows NT, Windows ME and Windows
XP. The program and the sample datasets are available free
of charge and can be obtained by anonymous FTP from
ftp.akdeniz.edu.tr/Araclar/TRA. Main aim of this study was
to develop a PC-based program for finding and charac-
terizing EST–SSRs and TR–ESTs specific for organisms,
organs/tissues/development stage in terms of frequency and
distributions for further analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A total of 20 685 791 EST sequences from GenBank
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/repository/dbEST/) were scanned and
a total of 175 899 ESTs fromArabidopsis thaliana, A.lyrata
and A.halleri subspp.halleri were processed. In this study
using the exact module of the program, we searched for
EST–SSRs. SSRs are considered to contain motifs that are
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between 1 and 6 nt in size. The minimum motif length cri-
teria were defined as being 10 repeats for mononucleotides,
6 repeats for dinucleotides and 5 repeats for all higher-order
motif length according to Thielet al. (2003). A total of 10
organs/tissues/development stages were used as keywords.
To identify unique keywords representing only one partic-
ular tissue, we used a homemade program (unpublished data)
that searched for annotated ESTs and picked the keywords
used in this analysis. Whole analysis of 175 210 ESTs from
A.thaliana, 561 ESTs fromA.lyrata and 128 ESTs from
A.halleri subspp.halleri has been completed in 3 min and
32 s using a standard PC (Pentium 4™ 1.4 GHz CPU, 396 MB
DD RAM, 80 GB, 7200 RPM HDD). This indicated that TRA
can be used for analyzing huge datasets, however, running
time will be dependant on the search parameters/options and
computer hardware used.

For InExact module of the TRA, we used the score of 50 for
alignment and limited the motif lengths up to 200. Our pre-
liminary studies indicated that motif length greater than 200
is very rare or inexistent in EST database. We strongly recom-
mend that users interested in inexact repeats should aware of
the fact that motif lengths longer than 200 bp will take hours
to be analyzed by the InExact module for data consisting of
multifiles with multisequences. However, single files can be
analyzed in minutes. Simple regression coefficient analysis
was utilized to investigate whether the motif contents as well
as motif lengths of organisms, organs/tissues/development
stages were dependent on the EST numbers and we also invest-
igated the occurrence of exact, inexact and compound TRs
in ESTs.

ALGORITHM
TRA uses two different algorithms independently for detect-
ing the repeats in DNA sequences. The main criteria required
for a computer program for the repetitive structure of a large
number of sequences should first: (i) identify both exact and
inexact (mismatch-containing) TRs, (ii) be fast and (iii) allow
to perform all analyses in one single run. The Exact module
of the TRA is fast but it misses inexact repeats. The InExact
module captures all the exact and inexact TR, but it does not
allow to search for a particular motif length and repeat number.
Detailed discussion was provided in the following sections of
the manuscript.

Exact Repeats (SSRs): TRA uses a simple algorithm for
detecting exact repeats. Briefly, TRA searches forSn, a string
of repeated units in a DNA sequencewn · S1 = w1[i1, j1]
symbolizes theS1 starting with thei1-th and ending with the
j1-th bases of the DNA sequencew1. The distance betweeni1
andj1 will be equal tom1× r1 wherem1 andr1 refer to a type
of DNA motif length and the number of repeats inS1 string
of eachw of a fixed length, respectively. When applicable,
strings in a sequence ofw are referred to asS1,S2,S3 andSn

for each consecutive string in aw. The distance betweenS1

andS2 is referred to asd1, and the distance betweenS2 and
S3 is d2 (Sn,dn). Currently, TRA allowsw in a maximum of
1 Mb in length with an infinite number ofw. TRA calls the
repeats as compound repeats whend equals to 0.

Inexact Repeats (Mismatch Repeats or Minisatellites):
TRA basically uses an algorithm defined by Parisiet al. (2003)
performed by means of a dynamic programming procedure
for locating the repeats in inexact module. Repeat finding
algorithm of STRING: finding TRs in DNA sequences was
kept the same but a compound repeat finding option was
included as stated previously. For inexact and exact TR ana-
lyses, an alignment score between 30 and 150, can be selected,
higher scores will denote ‘better’ alignments.

OVERVIEW OF TRA
TRA is involved in locating and characterizing string(s)
containing repeat(s) in a given DNA sequence formatted
in FASTA, GenBank or EST sequence format. TRA per-
forms repeats finding and classification tasks in basically
four major steps as follows: (i) it searches the user-defined
organism(s) (or user can select all organisms in the dataset)
and/or keywords (organs, cell lines, tissue types or develop-
ment stages) analyzing the whole dataset provided in a data
folder; (ii) isolates TRs by determining their types, lengths
and sequence locations in string within DNA sequences;
(iii) characterizes the repeats containing sequences based on
the user-defined parameters/options; and (iv) displays the res-
ults according to the user’s parameters/options. The results of
keyword (source) searches herein we called digital differen-
tial display (DDD) show the repeat frequency and contents
among the keywords. With DDD, users will find TRs in only
organs/tissues or developmental lines they are interested in.

Tandem repeats analyzer (TRA) has two modules, Exact and
InExact, to detect and locate the TRs. The two modules have
advantages and disadvantages. Mismatch-containing TRs will
not be detected in the Exact module of TRA and this is the
major disadvantage of the Exact module over the InExact
module of TRA. However, the Exact module has more para-
meters/options. Users would not only specifically search a
specific motif length with a defined repeat number but also
search several motif lengths with different repeat numbers
utilizing the Detail options. Furthermore, the Exact module
is very fast and could analyze a huge data in seconds. The
user who would like to quickly analyze exact TRs and design
primer pairs for SSR, ISSR and DAMD–PCR for breeding and
fingerprinting studies would like to utilize the Exact module
of the TRA. Since most of the longer TRs are almost never
perfectly conserved, Exact TR module of TRA will fail in
detecting these structures. InExact module of the TRA loc-
ates and detects those mismatch-containing repeats and exact
repeats. However, users specifically interested in a specific
motif length such as 18 nt-long would have to analyze all
the motif length up to 18 nt. The Exact module of TRA has
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Table 1. Distribution of EST–SSRs among 10Arabidopsis spp. organs/tissues/development stages

Sources/keywords EST (processed) EST–SSRs Repeat percentage Repeat strings Repeat indexa

Root 26 504 4215 15.90 5148 0.194
Rosette 19 650 2523 12.84 2835 0.144
Leaf 12 836 889 6.93 956 0.074
Silique 18 896 2762 14.62 3162 0.167
Adult plants, mixed stresses 12 530 3740 29.85 6060 0.484
Developing seeds 11 238 637 5.67 704 0.063
Seedling 7726 1649 21.34 2079 0.269
Inflorescence 2957 960 32.47 1336 0.452
Adult vegetative tissue 2417 433 17.91 516 0.213
Hormone-treated callus 2317 457 19.72 572 0.247

aRepeat Index is a numerical value showing how many repeat strings were found among the all sequences processed and it can be calculated by dividing the value of repeat string
numbers to the number of ESTs processed. Repeat percentage (%) shows how many sequences were processed and how many of them contained repeats.

a ‘Detail’ button for the users who would like to set other
minimum repeat numbers criteria for different motif lengths
ranging from 1 to 10, and also those users who like to conduct
simultaneous analyses for different motif lengths. Users inter-
ested in finding a specific motif length distribution in a DNA
sequence population do not have to use this ‘Detail’ option.

Comprehensive help file was provided within the program.
TRA differs from the other repeat finder programs because
it (i) simultaneously analyses multifiles with multisequences;
(ii) accepts multisequence formats, such as EST, GenBank
and FASTA formats; (iii) analyzes the distributions of the
SSRs and other TRs among the organism(s), organ(s), cell
line(s) and development stage(s); and (iv) provides the data
on the type of SSRs and TRs. TRA shows analyzed results
in tabular formats: distribution of repeats among organ-
isms, organisms by keywords and keywords (source). The
results showing the organism by keyword show how many
keywords were found in each organism. This will be useful
when many organisms and many keywords are simultaneously
used. Repeat containing sequences are grouped according to:
(i) motif length, (ii) motif length and motif content, (iii) motif
length, repeat number and motif content, and (iv) compound
repeats. By clicking the related button, users would see the
individual repeats as per the user-defined options/parameters
filled. We also included another table showing the used
options/parameters. This will be useful for comparison of the
individual runs performed at different dates.

There is another unique option in TRA showing the sources
not provided within the keyword search file. This is useful to
see the distribution of the defined repeats (exact and inexact)
among other sources. TRA recalls all the parameters/options
used in the previous run, making it much easier to start a
new analysis. The minimum motif length that program cur-
rently analyze can vary from 1 to 1000 nt. TRA also has
[poly(A/T)] filter for either both upstream and/or downstream
of the repeat ends. Sequences containing poly(A/T) tails (in
either one or both ends) are not considered A or T repeats

by the program. At least 1000 scientific names of organisms
can be given in organism list file. Keywords (organs, tissue
types, cell lines and development stages) can be given in the
keyword list file.

RESULTS
Analyses used two different modules, Exact and InExact TR
modules. The repeat finding criteria of the Exact module used
were as per Thielet al. (2003). This was done in order to
compare the findings of our study with that of the previous
studies. The repeat finding criteria of the InExact module has
been defined in detail by Parisiet al. (2003). However, these
criteria have not been applied to ESTs or any plant genomes.

Exact repeats (SSRs)
A total of 175 899 ESTs were screened for EST–SSR
and 26 996 EST–SSR (15.4%) were detected. There were
considerable variations in the amounts of EST–SSRs among
the threeArabidopsis spp. The highest numbers of EST–SSRs
were found inA.lyrata (561 ESTs and 43.1% of which were
EST–SSRs).A.thaliana consisted of 175 210 ESTs and the
EST–SSRs ratio was 15.3%.A.halleri on the other hand had
the lowest ESTs (128) and the lowest EST–SSRs (2.34%).
Overall, the occurrence of the individual SSR motifs was
not evenly distributed within and between theArabidopsis
spp: 21 801 (76.6%) were mononucleotide, 4702 (14.2%)
dinucleotide, 6386 (19.4%) trinucleotide, 81 (0.2%) tetranuc-
leotide, 6 penta- and 23 hexa-nucleotide microsatellites.

The results revealed that organs, tissues and cell lines pos-
sessed different amounts of repeats indicating the distribution
of EST–SSRs among the tissues or organs were not random
differing from the untranscribed repeats found in the genomes.
SSRs were the most dominant in ESTs derived from inflores-
cence (32.5%) followed by (29.9%) inArabidopsis spp. adult
plant. These plants have been treated 24 h with various stresses
(Schmidet al., 2003). On the other hand, developing seeds
contained the lowest amounts of EST–SSRs (Table 1). Simple
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Fig. 1. Standardized residual values (negative or positive) indicated that the repeat contents (EST–SSRs) of the organs/tissues/development
stages ofArabidopsis spp. showed considerable variations. Keywords (organs/tissues/development stages): 1, root; 2, rosette; 3, leaf; 4,
siliques; 5, mixed stressed adult plants; 6, developing seeds; 7, seedlings; 8, inflorescence; 9, vegetative tissue; and 10, callus (hormone-
treated).

regression coefficient analysis indicated that repeat contents of
several organs/tissues/developmental stages were either more
or less than expected (Fig. 1). The results indicated that EST–
SSR contents of adult plants that have been given various
stresses were much higher, and the repeat contents of the leaf
and developing seed ESTs were much lower than expected,
independent of the ESTs studied.

The distribution of A/T motifs [either poly(A)s or poly(T)s]
among the keywords (organs/tissues/development stages) did
not only differ in amounts but also differed in compositions
varying from 99% in leaf tissues to 79% in callus. With the
exception of seedling EST–SSRs, which were rich in AT/TA
(33.1%), other keywords were rich in AG/TC motifs ranging
from 55.5% in developing seeds to 31.6% in seedlings. For
trinucleotide SSRs, callus, vegetative tissues and rosette EST–
SSRs were rich in CTT/GAA, whereas all other keywords
were rich in AGA/TCT EST–SSRs (Table 2). These find-
ings indicated that distributions of EST–SSRs motifs were not
random and EST derived SSR primer pairs could be used in
fingerprinting of organisms, organ and sources. The composi-
tion and distribution of SSRs and/or TRs specific to a keyword
(source) could be used to differentiate experimentally a tissue
from another by making specific primer pairs. For instance,
a cDNA library constructed from root tissues should contain
root-specific SSRs and/or TRs.

Exact and inexact TRs
Again a total of 175 899 ESTs were screened for TRs con-
taining ESTs (TR–ESTs) and 11 929 TR–EST (6.8%) were
identified. TR–ESTs consisted of mononucleotide to 144 nt.
The distribution and the occurrence of the TR–ESTs were
not random at the keyword levels (Table 3). Simple regres-
sion coefficient analysis indicated that TR–EST contents of
keywords were again either more or less than expected (Fig. 2).
TR–EST contents of stressed adult plants were quite high as
in EST–SSRs. Most of the TR–ESTs with unit length a mul-
tiple of 3 (9, 12, 15, etc.) bp were the most frequent among

units between 7 and 144 (89%), probably reflecting that they
are part of coding sequences.

Repeat polymorphisms in TR–ESTs (different ESTs
containing the same TR) generally decreased as the motif
lengths increased. For instance, motif length of 24 (GGGAT-
GCAGCACCAGGGCGGGCAC) varied from 2 to 15 repeti-
tions, whereas motif length of 84 varied from 2 to 5 repetitions.
Variations in the EST–SSRs in most cases were due to the
repeat number variations, whereas variations in the TR–ESTs
were mostly due to mismatches or base substitution in motifs.
There were just 22 compound repeats of which 63.6% were
exact and 36.4% were inexact compound repeats.

DISCUSSION
We developed and implemented a PC program for identifying
SSRs (exact TRs algorithm) and modified an exact–inexact
repeats algorithm for studying tandemly repeated DNA
sequences.

Earlier approaches, although very powerful, miss either
compound repeats or/and detect only exact or inexact TRs in
a particular data format. Moreover, they do not implement
keywords and organisms options. TRA detects compound
microsatellite loci, i.e. those containing stretches of two or
more different repeats, which appear to comprise∼10% of
SSRs (Bullet al., 1999). Since compound SSRs show signi-
ficant variation, they are very valuable tools in plant breeding
studies (Klintschar and Wiegand, 2003). TRA accepts unlim-
ited numbers of DNA sequences, therefore, offers researchers
to compare many sequences at once and informs about the
distribution of TR and SSRs in many organisms. TRA can
also analyze the whole DNA sequences of chloroplast and
mitochondria genomes and those genomes<1 Mb in length.
This is disadvantage of TRA since it cannot proceed large gen-
ome sequences, and therefore, it is not appropriate for whole
genome analysis. The DDD option of TRA could be utilized
to locate the SSRs in those genes expressed in various stress
conditions using the Exact and InExact TR modules.
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Table 2. Distribution of EST–SSRs motifs amongArabidopsis spp. organs/tissues/development stages

Keywords Mono % Di % Tri % Tetra %

Root A/T 94.2 AG/TC 42.9 AGA/TCT 16.16 GAGC 33.3
CT/GA 26.5 AAG/TTC 15.93 GTTT 66.7
AT/TA 15.1 CTT/GAA 13.13

Rosette A/T 91.5 AG/TC 39.1 CTT/GAA 17.8 ATCT/TAGA 46.2
CT/GA 27.6 AGA/TCT 16.9 ATAG 23.1
AT/TA 22.6 AAG/TTC 10.8 AAAC 7.7

Leaf A/T 99 AG/TC 33.7 AGA/TCT 16.8 ATCT 75
AT/TA 32.6 CTT/GAA 13 ATAG 12.5
CT/GA 20.9 CAT 9.16 CTTT 12.5

Siliques A/T 98.1 AG/TC 38.9 AGA/TCT 20.1 AAAG 40
AT/TA 33.1 CTT/GAA 14.2 AAAC 20
CT/GA 17.9 AAG/TTC 10.1 CTTT 20

Mixed stressed adult plants A/T 90.2 AG/TC 50.6 AGA/TCT 19.1 ATCT 50
CT/GA 27.3 CTT/GAA 13.1 CAAT 25
AT/TA 12.9 AAG/TTC 12.8 CGAG 25

Developing seeds A/T 95.8 AG/TC 55.5 AGA/TCT 20.7 AGAA 100
CT/GA 34.5 CTT/GAA 20.2
AC/TG 4.1 AAG/TTC 14.1

Seedlings A/T 91.6 AT/TA 33.1 AGA/TCT 24.1 ATCT 50
AG/TC 31.6 TCA 15.6 TTTG 33.3
CT/GA 28.6 AAG/TTC 10.5 GAGC 16.7

Inflorescence A/T 94.6 AG/TC 51.3 AGA/TCT 29.2
CT/GA 28.2 CTT/GAA 17.7
AT/TA 8.9 AAG/TTC 8.5

Vegetative tissue A/T 85.6 AG/TC 50.4 CTT/GAA 19.1 AAAC 50
CT/GA 31.7 AGA/TCT 17.6 ATAC 50
CA/GT 8.9 AAG/TTC 15.2

Callus (hormone-treated) A/T 78.9 AG/TC 49.3 CTT/GAA 19.1 CATA 33.3
CT/GA 24.7 AAG/TTC 13.4 TTCT 33.3
AT/TA 12.3 AGA/TCT 11.5 TTTC 33.3

Other keywords A/T 94.6 AG/TC 39.1 AGA/TCT 17.3 ATAG 29.7
CT/GA 26.7 CTT/GAA 15.9 CTTT/GAAA 13.5
AT/TA 24.1 AAG/TTC 13.2 AAAG 13.5

Table 3. Distribution ofArabidopsis spp. tandemly repeated ESTs (TR–ESTs) among 10Arabidopsis spp. organs/tissues/development stages

Sources/keywords EST (processed) TR–ESTs Repeat percentage Repeat strings Repeat index

Root 26 504 2023 7.63 2238 0.084
Rosette 19 650 884 4.50 930 0.047
Leaf 12 836 395 3.08 407 0.032
Silique 18 896 880 4.66 910 0.048
Adult plants, mixed stresses 12 530 2588 20.65 2816 0.225
Developing seeds 11 238 354 3.15 406 0.036
Seedling 7726 1113 14.41 1194 0.155
Inflorescence 2957 664 22.46 738 0.250
Adult vegetative tissue 2417 150 6.21 165 0.068
Hormone-treated callus 2317 157 6.78 173 0.075

Repeat Index is a numerical value showing how many repeat strings were found among the all sequences processed and it can be calculated by dividing the value of repeat string
numbers to the number of ESTs processed. Repeat percentage (%) shows how many sequences were processed and how many of them contained repeats.
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Fig. 2. Standardized residual values (negative or positive) indicated that the TRs in ESTs (TR–ESTs) of the organs/tissues/development stages
of Arabidopsis spp. showed considerable variations. Keywords (organs/tissues/development stages): 1, root; 2, rosette; 3, leaf; 4, siliques; 5,
mixed stressed adult plants; 6, developing seeds; 7, seedlings; 8, inflorescence; 9, vegetative tissue; and 10, callus (hormone-treated).

The Exact module of TRA misses mismatch-containing TRs
but InExact module detects both mismatch-containing and
exact TRs. However, when TRs are compared with the exact
and inexact TRs run under the two different modules, some
discrepancies are evident. This is probably due to fact that
(1) the repeat finding criteria which are due to the different
algorithms applied and (2) some of the exact repeats could
be converted into inexact repeats, indels or mismatches may
extend the exact repeat either in both ends. In our analyses,
because of the above-mentioned reasons we found only 11 929
TR–ESTs detected although there were 26 996 SSR–ESTs.
However, the main source of the discrepancy was due to the
repeat finding criteria. The repeat finding criteria of the Exact
module were as per Thielet al. (2003) in order to compare the
findings of our study with that of the Thielet al. (2003).

The occurrences of SSRs or TRs in transcribed genes (ESTs)
accepted by scientific community and the use of EST-derived
SSR in Differential Display has also been reported (Sahaet al.,
2003). In this study, we confirmed that a significant portion
of ESTs contained SSR and other TRs in model flowering
plant, Arabidopsis spp. Moreover, we also reported that the
distribution of TRs among the tissues or organs may not be
random. We used a SSR-based Differential Display study as
per Sahaet al. (2003) to confirm the preferential expression
of some SSRs in particular tissues. Our preliminary findings
indicated that some SSR expressed in cotton leaves and some
expressed in fiber tissues. Further analyses will be helpful
to confirm the biased distribution of repeat containing ESTs
among organs and tissues. In order to obtain an idea about the
putative functions of SSR- or TR-containing genes (ESTs),
TRA results could be compared with the SWISSPIRPLUS
protein database using the BlastX2 program after being ana-
lyzed by BLAST program (Altschulet al., 1997). However,
BLASTing of TRs does not work well: repeated units often
produce multiple matches due to their low complexity, making
the results analysis very difficult. Further studies can also
be performed using BlastN searches to address the question

which proportion of the EST–SSR loci have homologies to
genomic SSRs or TRs within and between species.

The results of the present study indicated that SSR motifs
were not randomly distributed inArabidopsis spp. coding
genes. Similar results about unevenly distributed individual
SSR motifs occurrence in ESTs have also been observed in
Hordeum vulgare L. by Thiel et al. (2003). The proportion of
specific motif contents inArabidopsis spp. SSRs were differ-
ent from the results of Thielet al. (2003). This discrepancy
is probably due to the number of ESTs used between our
experiments (175 210) and that of Thielet al. (2003) who
implemented only 24 595 ESTs. Using the simple regression
coefficient analysis, our results clearly indicated that there
was a strong relationship between the SSR-containing ESTs
and the number of ESTs used. Mononucleotides, poly(A) and
poly(T) repeats were the most common (93.6%), which was
not surprising due to the fact that eukaryotic mRNAs con-
tain poly(A) tails. Dimeric SSRs, the motifs AG/TC (41.6%)
and CT/GA (26.6%) were the most common ones, whereas
CA/GT and CG/GC microsatellites were present only at low
abundance (4.8 and 0.12%, respectively). These findings are
in accordance with earlier reports (Chin, 1996; Temnykhet al.,
2000; Cardleet al., 2000; Thiel et al., 2003). The most
common tetrameric microsatellite motifs were ATCT/TAGA
(22.2%), ATAG (17.3%) and AAAC/TTTG (12.3%). The
dominance of trimeric EST–SSRs and TR–ESTs inArabidop-
sis EST database can be explained by the suppression of
non-trimeric SSRs in coding regions (ESTs) probably due to
the risk of frameshift mutations (Metzgaret al., 2000). Tri-
meric motifs, TAA (0.13%), TAG (0.06%) and TGA (3.1)
rarely appeared, probably because they code for stop codons
that have a direct effect on protein synthesis (Chin, 1996).

In conclusion, TRA will be very useful to those research-
ers interested in (i) identifying the repeat (exact, inexact
and compound) containing EST those from small genomes
(some bacteria with<1 Mb genome size and most of the
chloroplast and mitochondria genomes) for further studies
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[for instance; instead of genomic DNA mapping, transcribed
gene (EST) mapping on the chromosomes will be very help-
ful in breeding studies], (ii) data mining (in silico) for repeat
containing sequences and characterizing the repeats, compos-
itions and distributions among the organisms [for instance;
Vergnaud and Denoeud (2000) describe a TRs database that
allow the comparison of TR distributions between genomes],
among the organs, development stages or tissues. Information
gained from such studies will be very useful for understanding
the expression, regulation and evolution of repeats in DNA. In
our preliminary studies, we utilized TRA to develop EST–SSR
and TR–ESTs primer pairs (using one of the primer design
programs) and amplified genomic DNAs. To date, there is a
limited number of research on TR for their theoretical com-
parison and importance in ESTs. Therefore, further analysis
using TRA may be very useful to obtain advanced know-
ledge about the functions of the repeated DNA sequences in
transcribed genes of organs/tissue types/cell lines in various
organisms.
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